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Condor keeps climbing, adding another long-haul aircraft in summer 
2015 

New destinations, new aircraft and new cabins for Germany's favorite leisure carrier 

 
Frankfurt am Main, November 11, 2014 – Condor Airlines stays on course and continues to grow in its long-

haul sector. In summer 2015, another Boeing 767-300ER will enter service with the leisure carrier. This 

aircraft increases the Condor Boeing 767 fleet to a total of 13 planes of the same type, and will carry the 

registration code D-ABUS. The aircraft was built in 2001, and will assist Condor's future development as 

part of Thomas Cook Group Airlines. The leisure carrier recently fitted its entire long-haul fleet with a new 

cabin and announced the addition of two more destinations to its flight schedule for next summer: 

Providence (Rhode Island) and Portland (Oregon) in the United States. Condor has included a total of three 

new connections in the current winter 14/15 flight schedule: nonstop from Cologne/Bonn, Germany to Cuba, 

and from Frankfurt, Germany to Grenada (Caribbean) and Windhoek (Namibia).  

 

"Condor can make use of the synergies sustainably exploited within the Thomas Cook Group Airlines in the 

UK, Scandinavia and Belgium, and further develop its business model as a leisure carrier", says Ralf 

Teckentrup, the Managing Director of Condor. "With an outstanding product and an ever-increasing fleet, 

we can offer our passengers more holiday destinations at an attractive price/performance ratio – and at the 

same time also create important jobs in aviation." 

 
The thirteenth Boeing 767 at Condor will become part of the fleet in June 2015, and will immediately also be 

used for the new destinations in the USA. Prior to this, D-ABUS will be upgraded to the Condor standard, 

and will receive not only the new Condor cabin with Business Class, an in-seat entertainment system in all 

classes and new seats, but also the new Condor yellow/grey livery with the Sunny Heart on the tail, to 

indicate the leisure carrier's affiliation with the Thomas Cook Group.  

 

Thanks to the close working relationship within Thomas Cook Group Airlines, Condor passengers can also 

easily fly from airports such as New York, Miami, Orlando and Reno to destinations of Thomas Cook 

Airlines UK in the United Kingdom. These flights can also be booked on condor.com. 

 

By June 2015, Condor will also have received four more brand new Airbus A321-211 aircraft for short-haul 

and medium-haul routes; the leisure carrier has already successfully brought two new aircraft of this type 

into service. The Airbus A321 aircraft will be delivered as part of the short-haul and medium-haul program 

of the entire Thomas Cook Group, and will be equipped with the latest technical features, such as so-called 

sharklets to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. By 2016, the Group will have received a total of 

25 new Airbus A321, to replace almost one third of the entire short-haul and medium-haul fleet of Thomas 

Cook Group Airlines.  
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Condor Airlines has been flying its passengers to the world’s most beautiful destinations since 1956. 

Approximately 7 million passengers per year fly with Condor to around 75 Condor destinations worldwide. 

From its hub in Frankfurt, Germany, Condor operates to Vancouver, Whitehorse, Calgary, Toronto and 

Halifax in Canada as well as Las Vegas, Baltimore, Anchorage, Fairbanks, Minneapolis/St. Paul, San Juan 

(PR) and Ft. Lauderdale in the United States of America. Interline agreements in North America with 

carriers such as Alaska Airlines, Sun Country Airlines, WestJet or Air North offer easy connections 

throughout Canada, Alaska and the US. Strong partnerships with airlines such as Lufthansa, Swiss, 

Austrian, SAS and many more major international airlines have been established to allow seamless service 

for Condor’s customers traveling beyond Condor destinations in Europe. Since 2013, Condor is part of the 

Thomas Cook Group Airlines to which the Thomas Cook Airlines UK, Thomas Cook Airlines Belgium and 

Thomas Cook Airlines Scandinavia also belong. The fleet of the Thomas Cook Airline Group comprises 88 

modern and environmentally friendly aircraft, of which 40 belong to the Condor fleet: 12 Airbus A320s, 3 

Airbus A321, 13 Boeing 757-300s and 12 completely refurbished Boeing 767-300s. The aircraft are 

maintained by the airline’s own technical operations. Condor is co-initiator of the four-liter-campaign of the 

federal association of German aviation (BDL). German aviation consumption of kerosene is less than 4 

liters on 100 kilometers or about 59 miles per gallon per passenger. 
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